
 

 Aim High and be a Star 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

What have we learnt this week? 

Created and agreed our class rules, learnt new 

routines and explored our classroom. 

-Visited the hall for music 

- Created some of our special boxes and talked 

about our families to make our first display 

-Brought in our teddies from home and had a 

teddy bear picnic. 

Next week  

We will be talking about ourselves and 

what makes us special and unique. 

We will be practising getting changed for 

P.E.   

What can we do at home? Practise getting dressed and undressed independently ready for P.E.   

 

Râ]a]d[i[n]ü - No reading books will come home this week whilst the children are settling in to their new classroom. 

Reading a bedtime story at night when possible will promote a love of reading.  

The children will receive a reading book next week to take home. 

 

Settling In 

Thank you for all your support in settling the children in this week; from next week, if possible, can 

you say goodbye to the children at the blue gate and allow them to enter the classroom 

independently. This will help the children to settle and become more independent. Next week the 

children will come in and sit straight on the carpet, please you could remind them of this on Monday 

morning.  

We do have an open door policy, if you have any concerns or would like to share any positives 

please chat to Miss Hayes or Mrs Mountford before or after school. 

 

Star of the Week 

Starting next Friday we will select a star learner. The star learner will get a certificate and will take 

home our class bear Buttons. A book will also go home with Buttons where you can add pictures or 

record some of the exciting things Buttons gets up to. Please ensure both Buttons and the weekend 

book are brought home by Tuesday for a carpet session. 

 

50p Friday Fund - as mentioned earlier, each Friday we will be accepting any donations of 50p 

which will go towards resources such as playdough ingredients, sensory items etc. which enhance 

the children’s learning. 

 

Clothing - Please ensure all clothing is named. There has been some confusion around which jumper 

belongs to which child. It will make it much easier to keep track if clothing is named. 
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